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Research-based  effective practices.          Professional support.

Contact us to learn how we can help you succeed.
teaching@pitt.edu   |   412-624-3335   |   teaching.pitt.edu

Resources 
for Teaching.



Learning Initiatives
and Services.
Assessment of Teaching 
Support for academic units and individual instructors who want to improve their 
overall effectiveness of teaching. 

Canvas @Pitt
We offer support for the Canvas LMS via one-on-one consultations and on-
demand support.

Centers for Mentoring and Communication
These centers facilitate mentoring opportunities and support for faculty to deliver 
scholarly work to students and the University community. 

Center for Diversity in the Curriculum
We help faculty build inclusive learning environments that meet the needs of all 
students regardless of their identity, background, and ability.

Faculty Seminars
Deep dive into your curriculum and enrich your teaching practice by focusing on 
one of four teaching areas.

Online Courses and Programs
We develop fully-online graduate and certificate programs, as well as massive 
online open courses and continuing education classes.

Open Lab
Progressive and engaging learning experiences through innovative technologies.

Resources for Teaching Hub
Find teaching and pedagogical resources on topics like assessment, student 
engagement, virtual learning, and much more. 

Support for Large Enrollment Courses
Through assessment strategies, technology, and support from faculty communities, 
we help instructors reimagine how to design and deliver large enrollment courses.

Teaching Partners
A community that engages faculty who use the Teaching Center’s resources to 
support and enhance their teaching practice.



We can help you with:

Accessibility Assessment
of Teaching

Canvas @ Pitt Classroom
Technologies

Digital 
Communications 

& Media

Design of
Learning Spaces

Educational
Technologies

Online Courses
and Programs

Graduate Student
Teaching Initiative

Teaching
Support

Testing Center Workshops

The University Center for 
Teaching and Learning
is the hub for teaching 
innovation at Pitt.



“The support that the University Center for Teaching and Learning has given us has 
been absolutely superb. It has allowed us to produce something so much more 
professional than we were expecting when we came into this.”

—Jeff Aziz 
Senior Lecturer and Advisor, Department of English

(On creating podcasts in the Media Creation Lab)

“The Teaching Center has been absolutely phenomenal. Setting up the light board, 
advising me on what makes a good video—all of that is why the videos have come 
out so well.”

—Samuel Dickerson
Director and Assistant Professor, Swanson Engineering

(On using the Light Board to create educational videos)

“I had started working with the Teaching Center as an early adopter of Canvas, so I 
was excited about working with Canvas in the spring term. It absolutely lived up to 
that billing. It was a seamless transition for my students, as well as a much better 
mobile experience, which was something that was important to me in terms of 
developing the course.” 

—Tom Davis
Clinical Assistant Professor of Business Administration, 

Joseph M. Katz Graduate School of Business

“I was able to get the support I needed to develop a project for my class over a single 
semester. The Teaching Center provided me with support at every stage of the 
process, helping to research the technology, to secure equipment, and to provide 
teaching guides and demonstrations to my class”

—Erin Anderson, Assistant Professor
Assistant professor, Department of English  

(On combining pedagogy and technology for a new class project)

“The Teaching Center is driving a technology-rich 
academic culture—one in which three out of every 
four courses at Pitt are now utilizing technology to 
support student learning.” Chancellor 

Patrick Gallagher

What faculty 
are saying
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